
To inspire a love of learning for life so that every child can flourish within a supportive Christian community 
 

 

Home learning activities during school closure 

Term 6 Week 4 

Year 2  
Reading/Spelling English Maths  

Reading 
 
Read independently and to an adult- use your school 
reading book or visit https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-
home/find-a-book/library-page/ 
 
Listening to stories https://stories.audible.com/start-
listen 

The website below is excellent for extra daily English 
practice. There are lessons for each day and activities 
to complete.  Each lesson is accompanied by a video 
which does the teaching part of the lesson. 
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-
2#schedule 
 
Daily Activities 
 
1. This week on the 21st of June is the summer 

solstice.  This means that it is the longest day.  
With this in mind paint your own sun and then write 
a set of instructions about how you did it. 

  
Don’t forget your imperative verbs (get, paint etc.) 
and time openers. 

2. Write a poem about the sun.  Include lots of 
adjectives. 

The website below is excellent for extra daily English 
practice. There are lessons for each day and activities 
to complete.  Each lesson is accompanied by a video 
which does the teaching part of the lesson. 
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-
2#schedule 
 
Daily Activities 
 
1. Throw a dice to make a two digit number.  Practice 

doubling the number.   

 
As an extension get an adult to think of any even 
two digit number less than 100 and practice 
halving it. 

2. https://nrich.maths.org/1788 
These images show squares split in half: 
 

 

Phonics and spelling 
Complete your phase 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 sounds. 
 
Phonics Play 
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/ 
 
1. Complete the ment domino loop cards.  What do 

you notice when you add the suffix “ment to a 
word? 

2. How many words can you think of with the suffix 
ment? 

3. What does the suffix ment actually mean/do to a 
word? 
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3. Draw a picture of a sunflower and write some 
adjectives about the sunflower on the other side of 
the paper to describe the sunflowers.  Use these 
adjectives to write a description of a sunflower. 

 
4. Watch the video at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GGvRtuxglM 

 
Rewrite the story in your own words.  Include 
subordination (using when, if, that, or because) 
and co-ordination (using or, and, or but) 

5. https://tressabelle.wordpress.com/2012/06/0
4/sun-medallions/ 

 
 
How might you check that each was correct? 
Can you think of more ways to split a square into two 
halves? 
3. https://nrich.maths.org/217 

Can you split each of the shapes below in half so 
that the two parts are exactly the same?  Can you 
do any of the shapes more than one way?  Make 
up some shapes of your own to half. 

  
4. Write down a two-digit number  and practice adding 

1 to it and 10 to it.  Then practice subtracting 1 and 
then 10.  As additional step [practice adding and 
subtracting a multiple of 10.  E.g. 46 + 1 = 47, 46 + 
10 = 56, 46 – 1 = 45, 46 – 10 = 36, 46 + 50 = 96, 46 
– 30 = 16. 

5. Using a pack of cards (but discard the King, Queen 
and Jack choose three cards.  Practise adding 
those cards together to be adding three numbers 
together.  E.g. 5 + 6+7 = 18.  When you feel 
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You are going to have a sun party.  You can make 
some sun medallions and hide them in the garden.  
Write some clues in sentences for a member of 
your family to try and find the medallions. Invite 
that member of your family to the party in an 
invitation.  Include exclamation sentences starting 
with How or What e.g. How incredible!  What an 
amazing day we will have! and a question with a ? 

 
Other good web links 
 
9:30am – 10am https://radioblogging.net/ Pie Corbett 
reading and writing, also has resources on the website. 
 
11am David Walliams 
Elevenses https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elev
enses/ 
 

confident see how many you can do in five minutes 
and then try and beat your score or challenge a 
family member.  You could then play 21.  This is 
where you need at least two people the play and the 
King, Queen and Jack are worth 10.  The ace can 
be worth 1 or 11.  Each person gets 2 cards.  Add 
them up.  The aim is to get as close to 21 as 
possible.  If you want to add another card to your 
pile, then you can twist.  If you are happy with your 
score, you can stick.  If you go over 21, then you 
are bust.  The person wins who is closest to 21 
without going over it.   

  

  
      
Other good web links 
 
Use the website below to play a game or song at 
Number blocks 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/numberblocks 
 
Number time with Rodd 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01rfznx/clips 
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